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The possibility space for limiting warming to 
1.5°C is very narrow

Source: Global Carbon Project (2018)



All 1.5°C pathways share common elements

decarbonisation of the energy supply

electrification of energy end-use

improvement in energy efficiency of 
production processes and end-use

expansion of land used for bioenergy crops

deep reduction in non-CO2 gases
(agriculture, fossil fuel industry)

change in land use from net source to net sink

and almost all pathways:
CCS and bioenergy + CCS (BECCS)



Strategies for reducing energy demand mitigate 
risk of over-reliance on CCS 

'negative emission technology' is unproven at scale 
and a major risk which can only be mitigated by a 
"particularly strong emphasis on energy efficiency 
and low demand" (p96, Rogelj et al. 2018)

"1.5°C pathways that feature low energy demand 
show the most pronounced synergies and the lowest 
numbers of trade-offs with respect to sustainable 
development and the SDGs" (p448, Roy et al. 2018) 
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Six strategies for transforming energy services in 
the LED scenario

electrification pervasive electrification of energy end-use
(e.g. EVs, heat pumps …)

multi-functionality convergence of multiple services onto single devices or 
business models (economies of scope)

usership shift from ownership of material goods to accessing 
services (shift in norms of consumption)

utilisation rates increase in utilisation of goods, infrastructure, vehicles 
(e.g., sharing-economy business models)

efficiency frontier homes, appliances & transport modes at the efficiency 
frontier (dynamic standards, strictly enforced)

user-oriented 
innovation

technological, behavioural, and organisational 
innovation to deliver appealing energy services

Source: Wilson, C., N. Bento, B. Boza-Kiss and A. Grubler (2019). Near-Term Actions for Transforming Energy-Service 
Efficiency to Limit Global Warming to 1.5oC. European Council for an Energy Efficient Economy (ECEEE) Summer Study.



Six strategies for transforming energy services in 
the LED scenario: scaling-up best practice

Source: Wilson, C., N. Bento, B. Boza-Kiss and A. Grubler (2019). Near-Term Actions for Transforming Energy-Service 
Efficiency to Limit Global Warming to 1.5oC. European Council for an Energy Efficient Economy (ECEEE) Summer Study.
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Source: Grubler, Wilson et al. (2018). Nature Energy.
Updated from: Malmodin & Lundén (2018), Bento (2016). Pictorial representation based on Tupy (2012).

Device convergence (enabled by digitalisation) 
can significantly reduce resource impacts

Updated (Malmodin & Lundén, 2018; Bento, 2016) from Grubler et al, 2018.
Pictorial representation based on Tupy, 2012.
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changes from 2020 to 2050

increase in activity
- factor 3 increase in Global 
South (~24 devices/capita)

reduction in energy intensity
- improves 15% per device on 
average (~82 kWh/device)
- improves >70% in lighting

+ device convergence
(multi-functionality)

+ ownership to 'usership’
(dematerialisation)

Quantifying energy demand in the LED scenario: 
e.g., consumer goods



Quantifying energy demand in the LED scenario: 
e.g., mobility

changes from 2020 to 2050

increase in activity
- factor 2 increase in Global 
South (7,600 p-km)

reduction in energy intensity
- factor 3 reduction (engine-
to-wheel) from electrification

+ shared & responsive modes 
increase vehicle occupancy by 
25% and daily usage by 75%

+ global vehicle fleet halves!
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Source: Grubler A., C. Wilson et al. (2018). Nature Energy 3: 515-527.

The LED scenario quantified energy required 
(2020 to 2050) to provide useful energy services
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The LED scenario reduces global 
energy demand by 40% to 2050

Source: Grubler A., C. Wilson et al. (2018). Nature Energy 3: 515-527.
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Down-sizing the energy system enables feasible 
decarbonisation with fewer SDG trade-offs

Compared to other 1.5°C scenarios, renewables in LED have

higher relative market shares:
• 8% (by 2020)
• 32% (by 2030)
• 60% (by 2050)

lower absolute growth rates:
• 20-50% historically
• 15% (2020 to 2030)
• 5-10% (2040 to 2050)

Source: Grubler A., C. Wilson et al. (2018). Nature Energy 3: 515-527.

… with zero reliance on bioenergy + CCS



LED is one of four 1.5°C marker scenarios used in 
the IPCC Special Report

Source: IPCC (2018). Special Report on Global Warming of 1.5oC. Figure SPM 3b.

also LED SSP5-1.5°C
or S5



1.5°C pathways have different emphases and so 
adopt different strategies

also LED SSP5-1.5°C
or S5

emphasis on reducing demand

granular, small-scale technologies

no deployment of BECCS

new types of energy service

low-impact lifestyles

synergies with SDGs

medium economic growth

emphasis on decarbonising supply

large-scale infrastructure

massive deployment of BECCS

similar types of energy service

high-impact lifestyles

trade-offs with SDGs (food security)

very high economic growth
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There are many contrasting pathways, strategies 
and solutions for 1.5°C, so …

• How do mitigation strategies achieve their desired 
goals?
• How do different 1.5°C pathways compare?

• Are portfolios of mitigation solutions well designed 
to mitigate risk?
• Are there unexploited opportunities for delivering 

on 1.5°C and sustainability goals?



1.5°C means-ends framework

1.5°C pathways causally link strategies to objectives



Objectives define desired ends or goals



three types of 
strategy with a high 
degree of generality

Strategies represent means of achieving goals



what does a strategy achieve? why it is needed?

by what means can desired ends be achieved?



There are contrasting pathways, strategies and 
solutions for 1.5°C, so …

• How do mitigation strategies achieve their desired 
goals?
• How do different 1.5°C pathways compare?

• Are portfolios of mitigation solutions well designed 
to mitigate risk?
• Are there unexploited opportunities for delivering 

on 1.5°C and sustainability goals?



Emphasis of the P4 pathway (or SSP5-1.5°C)

Strategies emphasise decarbonisation & BECCS



Emphasis of the P4 pathway (or SSP5-1.5°C)

Objectives achieved emphasise 1.5°C



Emphasis of the P1 pathway (or LED scenario)

Strategies emphasise digitalisation and energy-service transformation



Emphasis of the P1 pathway (or LED scenario)

Objectives achieved emphasise 1.5°C and wider UN SDGs



There are contrasting pathways, strategies and 
solutions for 1.5°C, so …

• How do mitigation strategies achieve their desired 
goals?
• How do different 1.5°C pathways compare?

• Are portfolios of mitigation solutions well designed 
to mitigate risk?
• Are there unexploited opportunities for delivering 
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Mission Innovation: innovation challenges (ICs)

Source: mission-innovation.net/our-work/innovation-challenges/



Mission Innovation: innovation challenges (ICs)
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Mission Innovation: means for achieving ends
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Mission Innovation: unexploited opportunities?

IC1IC3

IC4

IC7

develop, test & scale new forms of energy service

IC5

IC2

digitalisation as a meta-strategy



• Means-ends framework
omakes transparent the means (strategies) by which desired 

ends (objectives) can be achieved
o is a tool to support decision-making on mitigation solutions 

compatible with 1.5°C pathways

• LED scenario shows clear potential for diverse portfolio 
of strategies targeting energy-service transformation 
to reduce risky bets on silver-bullet breakthroughs

• Important additional questions for MI and mitigation 
solutions: e.g., timescales, lock-in, ∆tCO2e

Conclusions
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